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AI Objectives

◉ Helpful – help the user solve their task

◉ Honest – shouldn’t fabricate information or mislead the user

◉ Harmless – should not cause physical, psychological, or social 

harm to people or the environment
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GPT-3: Generative Pretrained Transformer
(Brown et al., 2020)

◉ Transformer decoder
○ Pre-trained on more data (45TB)

• Common Crawl: web data over 8 years (metadata & text with filtering)

• WebText2: web pages from all outbound Reddit links from posts with 3+ upvotes

• Books1 & Books2: internet-based books corpora

• Wikipedia: English pages

○ code-davinci-002 : trained on text and code
• Good for code-completion tasks
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Pretrained Decoder

Vivian goes to make tasty tea

goes to make tasty tea



GPT-3 Prompting

◉ Idea: use language generation to perform different tasks 

○ Zero-Shot

○ One-Shot

○ Few-Shot
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Hallucination in NLG (Ji et al., 2022)

◉ Intrinsic hallucinations: output contradicting the source

◉ Extrinsic hallucinations: output that cannot be verified from the 

source content (not mentioned)

○ Pros: factual hallucination improves informativeness of the generated text

○ Cons: unverifiable information increases the risk from a safety perspective
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Source Inform (name=pickwick hotel, pricerange=moderate)

Output the hotel named pickwick hotel is in a high price range

Source Inform (name=pickwick hotel, pricerange=moderate)

Output the hotel named pickwick hotel in san diego is in a moderate price range



Hallucination Examples (Ji et al., 2022)6



Solutions to Hallucination (Ji et al., 2022)

◉ Data-Related
1. Dataset cleaning

2. Information augmentation
■ improves correlation between the source and target

◉ Modeling & Inference
1. Planning/Sketching

2. Reinforcement learning

3. Multi-task learning

4. Controllable generation
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Issues in Pre-Trained Models

◉ Helpful – help the user solve their task

◉ Unable to follow the user’s instructions

◉ Honest – shouldn’t fabricate information or mislead the user

◉ Hallucinations

◉ Harmless – should not cause physical, psychological, or social 

harm to people or the environment

◉ Not easy to detect/identify
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InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022)9

Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)



InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022)

1. Supervised fine-tuning via collected demonstration
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fine-tuning GPT-3

a sampled prompt

Explain the moon landing to a 6 year old kid

a human-written desired output

Some people went to the moon…

demonstration 

a sampled prompt

a human-written desired output

…..

…..

:

:

:



InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022)

2. Reward model training
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reward model training

a sampled prompt

Explain the moon landing to a 6 year old kid

a human-labeled ranking A BCD >     >     =

6M

several model outputs

Explain gravity…A

Explain war…B

Moon is natural satellite of…C

People went to the moon…D



Step 2: Reward Model Training

◉ Goal: learning to estimate rewards

○ is preferred to
○ normalize the reward model using a bias to zero mean
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InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022)

3. Reinforcement learning via PPO
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generation policy update via PPO

output reward estimation

a sampled prompt

write a story about dinosaurs

a model-generated output

Many years ago, a dinosaur called …



Step 3: Reinforcement Learning via PPO

◉ PPO (Proximal Policy Optimization)

◉ PPO-ptx: mixing the pretraining gradients into PPO gradients 

→ reducing performance degrade on NLP datasets
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Truthfulness and Harmlessness Evaluation

◉ Existing datasets for evaluation
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Results on API Distribution

◉ Human annotation for evaluation
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Metadata Scale

Fails to follow the correct instruction / task Binary

Satisifies constraint provided in the instruction Binary

Hallucination Binary

Inappropriate for customer assistant Binary

Contains sexual content Binary

Contains violent content Binary

Encourages or fails to discourage violence/abuse/terrorism/self-harm Binary

Denigrates a protected class Binary

Gives harmful advice Binary

Expresses opinion Binary

Expresses moral judgment Binary

Overall quality Likert scale; 1-7

potentially 

harmful

useful

honest



Results on API Distribution17



Overall Quality Results

◉ Comparison with instruct-following models
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Qualitative Study19



ChatGPT (2022)20

Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback (RLHF)



ChatGPT

1. Supervised fine-tuning via collected demonstration
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fine-tuning GPT-3

demonstration 

:

:

:

a human-written conversation 

(w/ model-written suggestions)

: Can you tell me the history about Jolin?

: You ask the right person! She is ….

: I want to know more about her songs.

a human-written conversation



ChatGPT

2. Reward model training
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a human-labeled ranking

reward model training

a conversation history

several model outputs

A BCD >     >     =

She is a famous singer…A

She won a lot…B

Jolin songs and dances…C

Definitely, her songs…D

: Can you tell me the history about Jolin?

: You ask the right person! She is ….

: I want to know more about her songs.



ChatGPT

3. Reinforcement learning via PPO
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generation policy update via PPO

output reward estimation

a conversation history

a model-generated output

: Tell me about a female singer in Taiwan.

: There are many…, and Jolin is ….

: I want to know more about Jolin.

No problem! She is …



Qualitative Study24



WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021)25



Knowledge-Grounded GPT-3

◉ Idea: knowledge grounding using a search engine
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WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021)

1. Supervised fine-tuning via collected demonstration
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a question in ELI5

a human-written answer with references

fine-tuning GPT-3

Which has more words, the Harry Potter series or The Lord 

of the Rings?

The Lord of the Rings trilogy contains more words than the 

Harry Potter series. Including The Hobbit, the entire Lord of 

the Rings series contains 576,459 words[2]. In comparison, 

the Harry Potter series contains 1,084,170 words[1].

demonstration 

:

:

:

1.How Many Words are in Harry Potter? – Word Counter (wordcounter.io)

2.How many words does the novel The Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien 

contain? | The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Questions | Q & A | 

GradeSaver (www.gradesaver.com)

a question in ELI5

a human-written answer with references

https://www.gradesaver.com/the-lord-of-the-rings-the-fellowship-of-the-ring/q-and-a/how-many-words-does-the-novel-the-lord-of-the-rings-by-jrr-tolkien-contain-116463
https://wordcounter.io/blog/how-many-words-are-in-harry-potter/


WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021)

2. Reward model training
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a human-labeled ranking

reward model training

a question in ELI5

paired model outputs

Which has more words, the Harry Potter 

series or The Lord of the Rings?

The Lord of the Rings …A

The Lord of the Rings …B

AB >



WebGPT (Nakano et al., 2021)

3. Reinforcement learning via PPO
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generation policy update via PPO

output reward estimation

a question

a model output

How to learn deep learning?

You have to learn programming first…



Truthfulness Evaluation

◉ TruthfulQA data
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Qualitative Study31



Concluding Remarks

◉ Aligning LM behaviors with what people expect

◉ Fine-tuning LMs via supervised and reinforcement learning via human feedback 

improves helpfulness, truthfulness, and harmlessness

◉ Zero-shot capability for diverse tasks and interacting in a conversational manner
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